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ABSTRACT
The incidence of apple leafcurling midge (Dasineura mali) (ALCM) infestations in association with fire blight (Erwinia amylovora) was monitored in the 1997-98 season. In two blocks of MM106 apple rootstocks, increased fire blight incidence coincided with severe outbreaks of ALCM. Rain did not occur prior to severe outbreaks of both pests. Trees with no ALCM infestation did not develop fire blight, while 61.7% of those with ALCM infestation subsequently developed fire blight. ALCM damage to leaves predisposed them to fire blight infection. These findings provide the first quantitative evidence that ALCM may be involved in the spread of fire blight.
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INTRODUCTION
Fire blight of pipfruit, caused by Erwinia amylovora (Burrill) Winslow et al., is an important bacterial disease in North America, Europe and New Zealand. The pathogen infects different plant parts resulting in blossom blight, shoot blight, canker blight and finally rootstock blight. The shoot blight phase can be damaging and extensive. The long growing season in summer with warm temperatures further favours disease development.

Many insects have been implicated in the dissemination of fire blight (van der Zwet and Beer 1995). Flies and crawling insects that visit cankers have been implicated as one of the agents in the primary spread of fire blight. Bees are an agent in the spread of E. amylovora between flowers (De Wael et al. 1990). Sucking insects such as aphids, plant bugs and leafhoppers are considered important in the infection of vegetative shoots.

In New Zealand, apple leafcurling midge (Dasineura mali Kieffer) (ALCM) has increased in importance in recent years (Tomkins et al. 1994). In the Waikato, ALCM has a high number of generations and can cause substantial shoot damage (Tomkins et al. 1994). The larvae infest the young leaves and shoot tips that are also sites of fire blight infection. ALCM is endemic in Europe and occurs in the United States, but there has been no previous report associating ALCM with fire blight.

In a study of the spatial and temporal spread of shoot blight using apple rootstocks as a model (S.C. Gouk unpubl. data), the incidence of ALCM on the same plants was also recorded. This work indicated that ALCM infestations and fire blight outbreaks were related.

METHODS
Fire blight incidence in two blocks of one-year old apple rootstocks in the Waikato was monitored in the 1997-98 season. The blocks consisted of 14 rows of Malling-Merton MM106 and 6 rows of Malling M793 rootstocks. Each monitored row consisted of 300 trees. The trees were single-stem, some with short laterals at the end of the season. Disease incidence on each tree was monitored at intervals of one to two weeks from December 1997 to April 1998. These one-year old trees did not have flower infections or holdover cankers to complicate studies of shoot blight epidemiology.

Weather information was obtained from the Orchard 2000 (Beresford and Spink 1992) weather station located at Rukuhia within 10 km distance from the monitored site.

The relationship between ALCM and fire blight on young terminal shoots was studied by recording the incidence of ALCM damage and fire blight on individual leaves on 151 trees in both blocks. The first fully unrolled leaf at the shoot tip was numbered leaf one and the remaining leaves were numbered in sequence.

Since fire blight incidence was severe in the MM106 trees, the relationship between ALCM infestation and fire blight incidence was studied in more detail. A total of 1605 MM106 trees without fire blight infections but with various stages of ALCM damage were noted on 24 March. The presence or absence of shoot or leaf infection on each tree was determined two weeks later. ALCM damage on each tree was recorded as leaf roll coloration of green, red and/or brown, indicating increasing ages of damage.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Between December 1997 and mid-March 1998, fire blight incidence increased slightly in both blocks containing 4200 MM106 plants. Between mid-March and the time monitoring stopped in mid-April, there was sharp increase in fire blight incidence (Fig. 1). The increase in fire blight incidence in mid-March corresponded with an observed increase in the level of infestation of ALCM. Young leaves infested with ALCM were initially green and rolled, then turned partially red and eventually brown. The rolled leaves became tattered as the larvae emerged to pupate.

FIGURE 1: Incidence of new fire blight infections at each monitoring date of 4200 MM106 rootstocks, occurrence of rain events, and severe outbreaks of ALCM between December 1997 to April 1998.
It was initially thought that the increased fire blight incidence may have been related to rain events, since rain splash helps to spread fire blight (van der Zwet and Beer 1995). However, this was not possible since no rain occurred for 6 weeks from 19 February to 1 April. In addition, these trees were not irrigated. The outbreak of ALCM that began in early March was the only significant event during that period. It therefore appeared to be a contributing factor to the rise in fire blight incidence.

Comparison of the position of leaves affected by fire blight and by ALCM showed that they were closely associated. Damage caused by both organisms was most prevalent on young leaves, with less damage found on the older leaves (Fig. 2). It appears likely that ALCM damaged the young leaves, providing the injury necessary for fire blight infections to take place. The importance of tissue injury for entry of *E. amylovora* has been reported (van der Zwet and Keil 1972). While there is no report on the relationship between ALCM and fire blight in Europe or the United States, a closely related midge, *D. crataegi*, has been reported to encourage fire blight outbreaks on hawthorn in Denmark. This midge causes large wounds that subsequently act as sites for fire blight infection (Thygesen *et al.* 1973).

**FIGURE 2:** Mean incidence of ALCM and fire blight recorded on 4 and 15 April on apple leaves numbered from the first fully unrolled leaf at the tip (leaf 1) towards the base of the plants.
A total of 1605 trees with no initial fire blight infections and without ALCM infestation were checked for fire blight incidence. The plants that did not have ALCM infestations did not develop fire blight (Fig. 3). Only 6.4% of the trees more recently infested with ALCM (green stage) developed fire blight. In contrast, a total of 68.9% of the trees with advanced ALCM infestations (green+red, red+brown, brown stages), subsequently developed fire blight. The data indicated that ALCM infestations provided the damage that encouraged the onset of fire blight. Leaves with more advanced larval infestations had severely damaged tissues that had been exposed to fire blight inoculum for a longer period than more recently infested leaves.

FIGURE 3: The incidence of fire blight that developed on 1605 apple rootstocks that initially had various amounts of ALCM damage but with no fire blight infections. The number of trees in each damage class was: No infestation, 24; Green, 47; Green+Red, 456; Red+Brown, 577; Brown, 354; All stages, 147.

While there was a clear correlation between ALCM infestation and incidence of fire blight, there is currently no evidence to implicate the adult midge as a vector for dissemination of *E. amylovora*. The adult midges have a short life span of only several days, and therefore have limited time to disseminate bacterial inoculum even if they contact infected tissue. This aspect is a subject for further study.
The findings suggest effective control of ALCM may help to reduce fire blight outbreaks. This is particularly important during shoot extension in orchards or nursery blocks where fire blight inoculum is present. With the higher incidence of ALCM in New Zealand orchards recently, it would seem advisable to include ALCM control in fire blight management strategies. The findings also have implication for control of fire blight on pears as they suffer from a similar damage caused by pear leafcurling midge (D. pyri).
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